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Remembering W. Donald Cooke
We salute the extraordinary life of W. Donald Cooke for its breadth, depth and richness.
Thanks to
The Ithaca Journal
The Cornell Chronicle
The Cornell Sun
The Cornell Alumni News
The Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology

Planning
Charles Wilcox
Earl Peters
Joyce Boda

Videographer
Lars Washburn
recording the Harold Scheraga segment
Cornell Information Technologies Staff: Glen Palmer and colleagues
digitizing the oral history interview
Bertrand Reed
editing the oral history interview
J. Robert Cooke
For access to the University Archives

Gould Colman, Elaine Engst and
The Rare and Manuscript Collection of The Cornell University Library
The video segment used is an excerpt from the DVD, 

*A Conversation with W. Donald Cooke,*

also published by 
The Internet-First University Press.

Both DVDs are available online, without access fee, at 
http://ecommons.library.cornell.edu/handle/1813/3613